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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the current research on (hardware) verification one of the main goals is to find strong proof 
systems and tools to verify the designs of algorithms and architectures. For instance, in the 
development of integrated circuits ('chips') the important stage of testing a prototype (to save the 
high costs of producing defective processors) can be dealt with much more efficiently, when a 
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strong verification tool is available. Therefore, developping a verification theory has very high 
priority and is subject of study at many universities and scientific institutions. 
However, working on detailed verification theories is not the only approach to this problem. Once 
having a basic theory, the development of case studies is of utmost importance to provide us with 
new ideas. Furthermore, one can focus on special design techniques, which turn out to fit 
conveniently in the theory. For example, because the regular configuration of these circuits, 
systolic arrays are very suitable for formal analysis and induction methods (see HENNESSY [HEN], 
KOSSEN and WEIJLAND [KW], MULDER and WEIJLAND [MW], REM [RE] and WEIJLAND [WE]). 
Indeed, systolic arrays have grown very popular in the last few years. 
In this paper we will present a theory called Algebra of Communicating Processes (short: ACP, see 
BERGS1RA and KLOP [BKl]), which is an algebraical theory providing us with a formal description 
of concurrent processes. Some of the main theoretical results are presented, to make it possible for 
the reader to understand how to work in ACP. Next, a simple description of a systolic algorithm 
for string comparison will be presented, which is a modified version of the one described by 
LIPTON and LOPRESTI [LL]. We will present a correctness proof for the string analyzer within the 
setting of ACP. 
Reading other texts about systolic systems, it is possible to list a few characteristics of them. A 
systolic system consists of a large number of (almost) identical elements, placed in a regular 
configuration. So far, practically all systolic algorithms that have been developped, have a simple 
linear configuration. A systolic system is characterized by a large data flow between the elements, 
and a highly parallel cooperation of the elements. 
As in [KW], [MW] and [WE], the considered system is a so-called self-timed system. In clocked 
systems the flow of control is regulated by a clock, but in self-timed systems this is done by the 
relative cooperation of the elements. Here, an element is initiated by receiving inputs from other 
elements. It is possible, however, that new input is offered to an element during its internal 
computation. The sending element has to wait until the receiver is ready to receive. More on this 
subject can be found in MEAD and CONWAY [MC]. 
The notions mentioned above are relevant to the design of VLSI-circuits. Designing electrical 
circuits one has to deal with functional and timing aspects. A circuit is functionally correct when it 
computes the 'correct' answer, given a certain input. A circuit is correctly timed when the elements 
are connected in such a way that the relative speed of elements and wires do not give rise to 
malfunctioning. Building up a circuit from self-timed elements makes it possible to omit the timing 
aspects. So, to prove a circuit correct one only has to prove functional correctness of the circuit. A 
more comprehensive discussion can be found in [MC]. 
The systofic array presented in this report is an asynchronous version of the systolic array 
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described in [LL]. The string-to-string analyzer has really been implemented, and is used to 
compare DNA strings. In this paper we will show that correctness of an asynchronous version with 
synchronous communication of this machine can be verified within ACP. 
At this place we especially want to thank Jos Baeten who took the trouble to check this paper 
several times before it was printed and who gave so much of his support in developing its content. 
2. THE ALGEBRA OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES 
The axiomatic framework in which we present this document is ACP't, the Algebra of 
Communicating Processes with silent steps, as described in [BK2]. In this section, we give a brief 
review of ACP 't" 
Process algebra starts from a collection A of given objects, called atomic actions, atoms or steps. 
These actions are taken to be indivisible, usually have no duration and form the basic building 
blocks of our systems. The first two compositional operators we consider are·, denoting sequential 
composition, and+ for alternative composition. If x and y are two processes, then x·y is the 
process that starts the execution of y after the completion of x, and x+y is the process that chooses 
either x or y and executes the chosen process. Each time a choice is made, we choose from a set of 
alternatives. We do not specify whether the choice is made by the process itself, or by the 
environment. Axioms Al-5 in table 1 below give the laws that+ and· obey. We leave out· and 
brackets as in regular algebra, so xy + z means (x·y) + z. 
On intuitive grounds x(y + z) and xy + xz present different mechanisms (the moment of choice is 
different), and therefore, an axiom x(y + z) = xy + xz is not included. 
We have a special constant 8 denoting deadlock, the acknowledgement of a process that it cannot 
do anything anymore, the absence of an alternative. Axioms A6,7 give the laws for 8. 
In process algebra parallelity is modeled by the parallel composition operator II. called merge. The 
merge of processes x and y will interleave the actions of x and y, except for the communication 
actions. In xlly, we can either do a step from x, or a step from y, or x and y both synchronously 
perform an action, which together make up a new action, the communication action. This 
trichotomy is expressed in axiom CMl. Here, we use two auxiliary operators IL (left-merge) and I 
(communication merge). Thus, xtly is xlly, but with the restriction that the first step comes from x, 
and x I y is xlly with a communication step as the first step. Axioms CM2-9 give the laws for IL and 
I. On atomic actions, we assume a communication function given, obeying laws Cl-3. 
Finally, we have on the left-hand side of table 1 the laws for the encapsulation operator <\. Here H 
is a set of atoms, and aH blocks actions from H, renames them into 8. The operator aH can be used 
to encapsfilate a process, i.e. to block communications with the environment. 
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x+y = y+x Al X't = X Tl 
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z A2 tx+x = tx T2 
x+x = x A3 a(tx + y) = a(tx + y) + ax T3 
(x + y)z = xz + yz A4 
(xy)z = x(yz) AS 
x+o = x A6 
Bx= B A7 
alb = bla Cl 
(alb)lc = al(blc) C2 
Bia= B. C3 
xlly = xll_y+yll_x+xly CMl 
all_x = ax CM2 tll_x = 'CX TMl 
axll_y = a(xlly) cM3 txll_y = t(xlly) TM2 
(x + y)ll_z = xll_z + yll_z CM4 tlx = o TCl 
axlb = (alb)x CMS xlt = B TC2 
albx = (alb)x CM6 txly = xly TC3 
axlby = (alb)(xlly) CM7 xlty = xly TC4 
(x+y)lz = xlz+ylz CMS 
x I (y + z) = x I y + x I z CM9 ~('t) = 't DT 
t1(t) = 't Til 
oH(a) = a ifaeH Dl t 1(a) = a if ael TI2 
aH(a) = B ifaeH D2 t 1(a) = t if ae I TI3 
OH(X + y) = ~(x) + OH(y) D3 t1(x + y) = t1(x) + t1(Y) TI4 
OH(xy) = OH(x)·~(y) D4 t 1(xy) = t1(x)·t1(Y) TIS 
table 1. ACP -r· 
The right-hand side of table 1 is devoted to laws for Milner's silent step t (see MILNER [MI]). 
Laws Tl-3 are Milner's t-laws, and TMl,2 and TCl-4 describe the interaction oft and merge. 
Finally, t 1 is the abstraction operator, that renames atoms from I into t. 
In table 1 we have a,b,c E AB (i.e. Au {B}), x,y,z are arbitrary pl,'ocesses, and H,I k A. 
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definition i) Let t be a term over ACP 't• and x a variable in t. Suppose that the abstraction 
operator t 1 does not occur in t. Then we say that an occurrence of x in t is guarded if t has a 
subterm of the form a·s, with a e A0 (so a * 'tl) and this x occurs in s. (I.e. each variable is 
'preceded' by an atom.) 
ii) A recursive specification over ACP't is a set of equations {x = tx: xeX}, with X a set 
of variables, and 1x a term over ACP 't and variables X (for each xe X). No other variables may 
occur in tx. 
iii) A recursive specification {x = tx: xe X} is guarded if no 1x contains an abstraction 
operator t 1, and each occurrence of a variable in each tx is guarded. 
notes: i) The constant 't cannot be a guard, since the presence of a 't does not lead to unique 
solutions: to give an example, the equation x = 'tX has each process starting with a 't as a 
solution. 
ii) A definition of guardedness involving t 1 is very complicated, and therefore, we do not give 
such a definition here. The definition above suffices for our purposes. 
The Recursive Definition Principle (RDP) is the assumption that each guarded recursive 
specification has at least one solution, and the Recursive Specification Principle (RSP) is the 
assumption that each guarded recursive specification has at most one solution. In this paper, we 
assume RDP and RSP to be valid. Abusing language, we also use the variables in a guarded 
recursive specification for the process that is its unique solution. 
In BAETEN, BERGSTRA and KLOP [BBKl], a model is presented for ACP't, consisting of rooted, 
directed multi.graphs, with edges labeled by elements of A v {o,'t}, modulo a congruence relation 
called rooted 't0-bisimulation (comparable to Milner's observational congruence, see [MI]). In this 
model all axioms presented in this paper hold, and also principles RDP and RSP hold. 
(xLI_y)ll_z = xll_(yllz) 
(x I ay)ll_z = x I (ayll_z) 
xly = ylx 
xlly = yllx 
x I (y I z) = (x I y) I z 
xll(yllz) = (xlly)llz 
table 2. Standard concurrency. 
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The axioms of Standard Concurrency (displayed in table 2) will also be used in the sequel. A proof 
that they hold for all closed terms can be found in BERGSTRA and KLOP [BK2]. 
As one can easily see, encapsulation and abstraction cannot in general be distributed over II since in 
a merge processes may do a communication step and thus it is of great importance which comes 
first, the encapsulation (or abstraction) operator or the merge. Next, conditional axioms will be 
presented to state conditions for distributing t 1 and<\ over II. 
Definition: The alphabet of a process is the set of atomic actions that it can perform. So an 
alphabet is a subset of A. In order to define the alphabet function a on processes, we have the 
axioms in table 3 (for ae A, x,y are arbitrary processes; see [BBK2]). 
a(o)= 0 ABl 
a(-r) = 0 AB2 
a(ax) ={a} u a(x) AB3 
a(-rx) = a(x) AB4 
a(x + y) = a(x) u a(y) ABS 
a(x) = U 0 H a(1t0 (x)) AB6 
a(t1(x)) = a(x) - I AB7 
table 3. Alphabet. 
Note that a(o) = a('t) = 0 is necessary by axioms A6 and Tl. The axioms AB6 and AB7 can be 
proved from AB 1-5 for closed terms, but are needed here to define the alphabet on general 
processes. Now we can formulate the conditional axioms as is done in table 4. 
a(x) I (a(y)nH) ~ H ~ (\i(xlly) = OH(xll (\i(y)) CAl 
a(x) I (a(y)nl) = 0 ~ t1(xlly) = t1(xll t1(Y)) CA2 
a(x) n H = 0 ~ (\i(x) =x CA3 
a(x) n I= 0 ~ t 1(x) = x CA4 
H=JuK ~ aH(x) = oJ°oK(x) CA5 
l=JuK ~ t 1(x) = t 1°tK(x) CA6 
Hnl=0 ~ t100H(x) = aHot1(x) CA7 
table 4. Conditional axioms. 
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In [BBK2] the axioms CAl-7 have been proved to hold for all closed ACPt-terms. We will assume 
that they hold for all processes. 
3. STRING COMPARISON 
The systolic array considered in this report compares two strings, and computes the edit distance 
between them. Before we turn to this machine it is necessary to say something about strings. A 
more comprehensive discussion on this subject can be found in WAGNER and FISCHER [WF]. 
We assume strings to be built up of characters from a character set C. The set of finite strings is 
denoted by c*. This set also contains the empty string e. 
A string can be transformed into another string by application of a few basic operations. The 
operations we consider are: 
1. changing a character into another character 
2. deleting a character 
3. inserting a character 
A notation for a string operation is given by a-+b (a,be Cu{e}, and not both a=E and b=E). When 
a,be C, a-+ b denotes a change operation, and if a=e or b=E, we have the delete and insert 
operation, repectively. A string vaw can be transformed into the string vbw, notation vaw-+ vbw, 
using the operation a-+b (a,be Cu{e}, v,we C* ). When a string vis transformed into a string w 
using a sequence S of basic operations this is denoted by v-sw. An example of a string 
transformation is given below. 
example A possible transformation sequence for ACDA - AACF is: 
ACDA-+ ADA-+ AA-+ AAC-+ AACF 
From this example we can conclude that the transformation sequence need not be unique. 
To each basic operation a-+b a nonnegative cost value cost(a-+b) is assigned. This cost function has 
two constraints: cost(a-+a) = 0 and cost(a-+b) + cost(b-+c) ~ cost(a-+c). This function can be 
extended to all string transformations. When v-Sw and S is a sequence s1,. .. ,sn of basic 
operations, the cost of this transformation is defined by cost(v-Sw) = cost(s1) + ... + cost(sn): 
Now it is possible to define the edit distance of two strings. The edit distance is defined by ed(v,w) 
= min { cost(v-Sw): v-Sw}. In [WF] a useful fact is proved: 
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fact. Given a cost function cost, and the values ed(v,w), ed(va,w) and ed(v,wa), the value 
ed(va,wb) can be computed in the following way: 
ed(va,wb) = min{ed(v,w)+cost(a->b), ed(va,w)+cost(e->b), ed(v,wb)+cost(a->e)} 
Thus, the edit distance of two strings v,w can be computed using the edit distance of strings v' and 
w' of smaller length. In this way the computation of the edit distance is reduced to the level of a 
basic transformation. Given two strings v,w with lengths n and m respectively, this computation 
can be modeled by an n+ 1 x m+ 1 matrix. The i-th character of the string v is indicated by vi. In 
table 5 the algorithm to compute the elements of the matrix is presented. 
aoo=O 
aiO = L. Is;ls;i cost(v 1 -->-e) 1£~ 
a0j = L. ls;ls;j cost(e-->-w 1 ) ls;j~ 
<X·· = min{<X· 1. 1 + cost(v.-->-w.) <X· 1. + cost(v.-->-e) <X·· 1 + cost(e-->-w.)} lj 1- J- 1 J , 1- J 1 , lJ- J 
table 5. Definition of the elements of the edit distance matrix 
Using the fact above, we conclude that the edit distance of strings v, w equals anm· In this paper 
we will give some examples using the cost function defined in table 6. We assume that the character 
set C includes a special symbol 'a' to indicate the empty string. In table 6 we will use o instead of 
e. This symbol is included to handle the empty string as an object (a memory content). 
cost(a-->-b) = 2 if a,be C/{ o} and a=t:b 
cost(a-->-b) = 1 if ae C/{ D} and b=D or a=D and be C/{ D} 
cost(a-->-b) = 0 if a,be C and a=b 
table 6. Example of a cost function. 
An example of an edit matrix, using the cost function of table 6, is pictured in figure 1. There, we 
compute tfiat ed(ADCAB,ACBAE ) = 4. Observing the way thi~ matrix is computed we can 
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conclude that some elements can be computed independently of each other. For example, after a11, 
a 12 and <Xii have been computed, the elements a 13 and ~1 can be computed independently of 
each other. So, a process that computes this matrix can be divided into several concurrent 
processes. This is what has been done in the implementation discussed in this report. 
0 
A 1 
D 2 
c 3 
A 4 
8 5 
A C 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
B A E 
3 4 5 
2 3 4 
3 4 5 
2 3 4 
3 2 3 
2 3 4 
figure 1. Example of edit distance matrix. 
4. THE STRING TO STRING ANAL YZER: AN INFORMAL DESCRIPTION 
Before we turn to a formal description, we discuss the string-to-string analyzer informally. In 
[LL], a clocked systolic array is presented which computes the edit distance of two strings. 
However, the systolic array we will discuss is not clocked but self-timed. Therefore, the number of 
internal states of this machine is larger than the number of internal states of the clocked version 
from [LL]. 
out 
-k-1 -k -k+1 -2 -1 0 1 k-2 k- k 
-k -k+1 -1 0 1 k-1 k 
figure 2. The machine configuration. 
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In this paper we will prove that a systolic array consisting of 2k+ 1 particular elements, given a 
correct input, computes the edit distance of two strings of equal length up to a maximum length of 
k+ 1. The configuration of 2k+ 1 cells is pictured in figure 2. The cells are numbered -k, ... ,0, ... ,k 
and each cell i has two communication channels i-1 and i. Channel i is on the right of cell i and 
channel i-1 is on the left. Cell 0 has one extra channel called out. Cell 0 and a cell i for iiJ!:O are 
pictured in figure 3. A machine with 2(k+ 1)+ 1 cells is obtained by adding two cells, named -k-1 
and k+ 1, to the machine consisting of 2k+ 1 cells . 
. ~m. I- I s 
s' 
cell i cell o 
figure 3. Individual cells. 
An individual cell i can be in two major states: 
(i) receive state 
In this state the cell contains a number m. The cell can receive a pair consisting of a number n and a 
symbol s, (s,n), from the left and a pair consisting of a number n' and a symbol s', (s',n'), from the 
right. These receive actions can be performed in either order. After these symbols and numbers 
have been received the cell computes 
f(n,m,n',s,s') = min(n+cost(D->s'), m+cost(s->s'), n'+cost(s->D)) 
and m is replaced by this new number. The cell enters the send state. 
(ii) send state 
The cell still contains the two received symbols and a number m (computed as indicated above). 
The pair (s',m) can be sent to the left and the pair (s,m) can be sent to the right. These sending 
actions can be done in either order. After the cell has sent these two pairs to the 
neighbours/environment the cell enters the receive state. Moreover, cell 0 can send the number m 
to the outside, along channel out. 
After the individual cells have been discussed we will consider the behaviour of 2k+ 1 cells, 
connected together. The two strings of which we want to compute the edit distance, are input at 
channels -k-1 and k, respectively. We will prove that this machine, starting in a certain initial state, 
is able to compute the edit distance of two strings of equal length with length smaller than or equal 
to k+ 1. A restriction is that each character input is accompanied by a certain number. When we 
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want to compute edit(v,w), each vi is accompanied by edit(v1,i,e) and each wi is accompanied by 
edit(w l,i•e). Here, the string consisting of the first j characters of v is indicated by v lj· Because of 
the restrictions to the cost function, this edit distance is easy to compute. When we want to compute 
edit(v,e) we just have to compute the summation of all the individual delete actions. For example, 
using the cost function of table 6 this means that the j-th character input at either side is paired with 
the number j. We will explain the behaviour of the machine by means of the edit distance matrix 
and an example. Because the clocked version is easier to understand we first give an example of a 
clocked machine. In each state the cells have performed the same number of steps. The initial state 
of the machine is the following one: 
(i) cells -k-1 and k contain the number 0 and they are in the receive state 
(ii) the other cells are alternately in the receive state (and will then contain the number 0) and the 
send state (and will in that case contain the number 0 and two blanks). 
B A A D 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 1 2 1 2 3 
c 2 3 2 3 4 
D 3 4 3 4 3 
B 4 3 4 5 4 
figure 4. edit matrix of the example 
The edit matrix of the example we worked out is in figure 4. The input/output session for this 
example using the clocked machine is given in figure 5. After the fourth state every new 'tick' the 
next diagonal of the edit matrix is computed. Notice, that the pairs of numbers and symbols input 
after the pairs of the strings do not influence the final result. However, to make this clocked 
machine work, some data have to be supplied after the relevant data have been input 
As said before,we discuss a version of the machine which is unclocked and self-timed. The 
outermost channels are controlled by the environment. The environment supplies the inputs and 
accepts the outputs. The communications inside the machine are controled by the relative 
cooperation of the cells. A machine state is called stable when no internal moves can be made. A 
machine stme is unstable if the machine can make internal moves without communicating with the 
outside world. In figure 5 internal communications and communications with the environment are 
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performed at the same time. The initial state is a stable one, which is described as follows 
(i) cell-k up to cell -1contain0 and o in the lower symbol storage location (see figure 2). 
The cells are ready to receive a pair from the left. 
(ii) cell 0 contains 0 and is ready to receive two pairs, one from either side. 
(iii) cell 1 up to cell k contain 0 and o in the upper symbol storage location. 
The cell is ready to receive a pair consisting of a number and a symbol from the right. 
In figure 6 the initial state is pictured. The arrows pointing towards a cell indicate that the cell is 
ready to perform a receive action on that side. The starting state pictured in figure 6 can be 
considered as the starting state pictured in figure 5 after all the possible internal actions have been 
performed. 
-k -k+1 -1 0 1 k-1 k 
figure 6. The initial state of the machine. 
We will assume that all the numbers output along channel out are accepted. So, we just block the 
channels -k-1 and k. Now the same example pictured in figure 5 is worked out in figure 7, but 
here we just consider stable states. Note, that the intermediate states the machine encounters need 
not necessarily be the pictured ones. We have chosen for one particular order. In the formal part we 
will make clear that to the outside there is no real difference between states that differ only in 
internal steps. Again, observe the correspondence between the matrix of figure 4 and the stable 
states of tlte machine. 
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figure 7. example of the self-timed machine, considering only stable states 
5. THE S1RING TO S1RING ANALYZER: FORMAL SPECIFICATION AND PROOF 
In this section we will formalize what has been presented in section 4. We will present a 
correctness proof for the self-timed machine within the setting of ACP't. First we will give a 
specification for the individual cells, as is done in table 7. What has been explained in words in 
section 4 is formalized here. Although written out in table 7, from now on we will abbreviate 
LsEC,nENri(s,n) by 1:ri(s,n). Taking n=aij-l• m=<Xi-lj-l and n'=ai-lj (entities of the edit matrix of 
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specification of an individual cell i:;t:(): 
CRi(m) = D:se c,ne N ri-l (s,n) ll:I:8.e C,n'e N ri(s',n')] ·CSi(f(n,m,n',s,s'),s,s') 
CS i(m,s,s') = [si-l (s',m) II si(s,m)] ·CRi(m) 
specification of cell 0: 
CR0(m) = [l:seC,neN r_1(s,n)lll:8.ec.n·eN r0(s',n')}CS+ 0(f(n,m,n',s,s'),s,s') 
cs+ o(m,s,s') = [s_l (s',m) II so(s,m) II sout(m)] ·CRo(m) 
f(n,m,n',s,s') = min(n+cost(e~s'), m+cost(s~s'), n'+cost(s~e)) 
table 7. Specification of an individual cell. 
strings v and w) and s'=wj, and s=vj, the function f is precisely ed(v1.i,wl)· The i-th character of 
string v is indicated by v i· The string consisting of the first i characters of v is indicated by v 1 i. 
' 
i:;t:(): CRLi(m,s',n') = l: seC,ne Nri-l (s,n)·CSi(f(n,m,n',s,s'),s,s') 
CRRi(m,s,n) = l: s'eC,n'eN ri(s',n')·CSi(f(n,m,n',s,s'),s,s') 
CSLi(m,s') = si_1(s',m)·CRi(m) CSRi(m,s) = si(s,m)·CRi(m) 
i=O: CRL o(m,s',n') = L SE C,ne Nr-1 (s,n)·CS+ o(f(n,m,n',s,s'),s,s') 
CR R 0(m,s,n) = l: s'e c,n'e Nr0(s',n')·CS+ 0(f(n,m,n' ,s,s'),s,s') 
CS0(m,s,s') = [s_1(s',m)lls0(s,m)]-CR0(m) 
cs++ 0(m) = s0 u1(m)·CRo(m) 
csL+0(m,s') = [s_1(s',m)lls0 ut(m)]·CR0(m) csR+0(m,s) = [so(s,m)lls0 ut(m)}CR0(m) 
" 
table 8. shorthands for states of the cells used in this paper 
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Next, we will formalize the initial state of the machine. In ACP 't' a systolic array of 2k+ 1 connected 
cells is modeled by a communication merge of 2k+ 1 cells. In case of an internal send or receive 
action (i.e. not at the external channels -k-1, k or out), the machine has to communicate with a 
complementary action from a neighbouring cell. This is modeled within ACP 't by encapsulating the 
individual send and receive actions. Abstraction from internal communications is achieved by 
renaming these communications into the silent step 't of Milner [MI]. This, together with the 
description of the initial state given in section 4, results in the formalization given in table 9. Ik and 
Hk are the abstraction set and the encapsulation set, respectively. 
INITk=t1k0 2lHkCIL~R.<oCRLR.(O,o,O) II C0(0) ll0<R.~cRRR.(O,o,O)} 
communications: r R. (s,n) Is R. (s,n) = c R. (s,n) se C, ne N, -k-1 <Jl<k 
Hk = {rR.(s,n),sR.(s,n): seC, neN,-k-l<Jl.<k} 
Ik = {cR.(s,n): seC,neN,-k-l<Jl<k} 
table 9~ Initial state of the string-to-string analyzer of capacity k+ 1. 
After specifying the initial state of the machine we will specify the environment. As already has 
been indicated a correct computation of the edit distance of two string depends on the correctness of 
the input. A formal specification of the environment for a machine of capacity k+ 1 is given in table 
10. 
ENVk+l(v,w) = (IT1$;Jl<k+l [(s_k_1(v R.•aR.o)llsk(w R.•<loR.)){~. r_k_1(s,n)llL rk(s',n'))]) 
·(s_k-l(vk+l• ak+10)llsk(wk+1•<lok+1)) 
table 10. Specification of the environment. 
What we want to prove now is stated in the theorem below. The sets H'k and I'k are used to obtain 
the synchronous communication between machine and environment. H'k contains the actions that 
are encapsulated. Further, the communications we want to abstract from, are in l'k· 
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The encapsulation set H'k is defined by 
H'k = {r_k-l (s,n),rk(s,n), s-k-l (s,n), sk(s,n) : SE C,nE N}, 
and the communication set l'k is defined by: 
l'k = { c-k-l (s,n), ck(s,n) : sE C,nE N} 
having the following communications: s1(s,n) lr1(s,n) = c1(s,n) ,!=-k-1 or i=k 
Theorem (correctness) Let a R.R. be the values on the diagonal of the edit matrix of v and w. Then: 
t1•ko OH'k{ENVk+l(v,w)llINITk} = 't·I11::;;..Q.~+l Sout<a11)·0 
proof The criterion of correctness used here is similar to the one in [BK3]. The rest of this paper is 
devoted to the proof of this theorem. The theorem will be proved in two steps. We prove that t.1.e 
two terms t 1 'k0 oH 'k{ENV k+l (v,w)llINITk} and 't·II1::;;..Q.::;k+l sout<a 11)·0 satisfy the same 
guarded specification, which is given in table 11. Then, by RSP, both processes are equal. 
EJR .. = 't·EIRL. · + 't·EJRR. · + s (<l··)·EIR. 1 · I,J IJ lJ out 11 1+ J 19,j~. iSj 
EJRRij = 't· EISij+ 1 + sout( aii)· EIRRi+ lj II 
EIRLij = 't·EISij+l + sout(aii)·EIRLi+lj 
EJR .. = ..... EJRL. · + ..... EJRR .. 19~+1 O<i~ i=i+l I,J " IJ " IJ ' -J ' J 
EJRR .. = 't·EJS .. 1 EJRL .. = 't·EJS .. 1 IJ lJ+ lJ lJ+ " 
EJS .. = 't·EJSL .. + 't·EISR .. + s (<l··)·EJS. 1 . tJ tJ lJ out 11 t+ J 
EJSRij = 't·EIRij + sout(aii)·EISRi+lj II 
EISL .. = 't·EJR .. + s t(a-}EISL. 1. lJ lJ OU 11 I+ J " 
EIS.·= 't·EISL. · + 't·EISR .. lJ lJ lJ 19,jSk, i=j+ 1 
EISR .. = 't·EJR. . EISL .. = 't·EIR .. y y y y " 
Elsi,k+l = sout<aii)·Elsi+l,k+l 19~.j=k+l 
Elsk+l,k+l = sout<ak+lk+1)·0 i=k+l,j=k+l 
table 11. Specification of the interaction between machine and environment. 
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The indices should be interpreted in the following way: i corresponds to the values a.ii the machine 
wants to send away through channel out. The j indicates how many symbols of the strings v and w 
have been input. Abstracting from all the internal actions we can discern 6 different states the 
environment/machine interaction can be in: 
- the machine is able to receive two symbol/number pairs of v and w respectively from the 
environment in either order. This is indicated by a superscript R. However it is possible that the 
receive action is already completed on one side. When the receive action on the left has been 
completed the only possible action is a receive action on the right. This is indicated by the 
superscript RR. When the receive action on the right already has been performed, this is indicated 
by the superscript RL. 
- the machine wants to send two symbol/number pairs to the environment by way of the two 
external channels -k-1 and k. This is indicated by the superscript S. Analogoulsly we have the 
superscripts SR and SL to indicate the not fully completed send actions. 
Furthermore, notice the analogy between the number of send and receive states in the specification 
of table 11 and the number of receive and send actions of the environment. The environment sends 
k+ 1 symbols with the corresponding edit distance to the machine and from table 11 we can see that 
the machine passes k+ 1 receive states. The same can be verified for the k receive actions the 
environment performs. EIR1,0 corresponds to the starting state of the environment/machine 
combination. The superscript R indicates that the machine is in a receive state and the environment 
in the send state. The subscripts 1 and 0 indicate that 0 symbols have been input and that the first 
number to be output is a.11. 
Now, we will prove the theorem by proving the following equations: 
(i) EIR1,o = t·II1~.11.~+l Sout<a.11..11.)·0 
(ii) EIR1 o = trk0 oH·k{ENVk+l(v,w)llINITk} 
' 
proof of (i): To prove that equation (i) holds we verify that t·II1~.ll.~+l s00t(a.11..11.}0 is a solution 
of the specification mentioned in table 11. That this expression is a solution of the specification can 
easily be verified using the substitution mentioned in table 12. If the specification in table 11 is 
guarded we can use RSP and the desired equation is obtained. Thus, we just need to verify that 
this specification is indeed guarded. It is obvious that from state Elsi,k+l it is not possible to 
perform any t steps but just atomic actions. On the other hand from the other states EIS*ij• EIR*ij 
(* = R,L o~ blank) we can do no more than four t steps without entering a state with a higher j. 
This and the fact that in state Elsi,k+l only atomic actions can be performed, limits tt:ie number oft 
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steps that can be performed. Thus, the specification is guarded and equation (i) has been proved. 
What is left to prove, is the second equation. As already mentioned in the previous section we want 
to formally describe the notion of a stable state. A stable state can be considered as a state from 
which only visible steps (outside of the abstraction set I) can be done. In any stable state only two 
or three visible atomic actions are possible. However, the environment may not be ready to accept a 
certain atomic action: such an action cannot be answered by a complementary action. 
EISij = EISLij = EISRij = 'C·Ilis:R.~+l sout(<l,Q.,Q_}O l~i,j::;k, i~j 
EI\k+l = Ili$;.Q.~+l s0u1(a.Q..Q.}o l~::;tc+l, j=k+l 
EIRi,j = EIRLi,j = EIRRij = 'C·Ilis:R.~+l s0u1(a,Q.,Q.}o l~::;k+l, O~j::;k, i~j+l 
table 12. Correspondence between table 11 and -c·TI 1$;.Q.~+l s0 u1(a,Q..Q.}o. 
So, after performing such an atomic action the machine enters a state which is of no use to the 
computation. What follows is not of any interest to us and can be left out. In this way a great 
number of stable states are redundant. The term redundancy is originally introduced in 
V AANDRAGER [VA]. Another paper discussing the notion of redundancy is KOYMANS and 
MULDER [KM]. In table 13 we have listed the stable states that .are relevant with respect to the 
environment of table 10 (compare table 8). 
The following notations and assumptions will be used in the table: 
- k is a fixed number 
- n = <n_k,..,n0, .. ,nk> indicates the numbers the cells contain. The number stored in cell Jl is 
called n.Q.. 
- t = to··tk or t1 .. tk (dependign on ltl) indicates the sequence of symbols contained in the upper 
storage locations of the cells. These symbols are input from the left. The same holds for u = Uo··uk 
or u1 .. uk, only these symbols are received at the right and stored in the lower storage locations. 
- p indicates the number of output actions which can be performed along channel out. This number 
may increase when pairs have been input at the channels -k-1 and k without performing the 
corresponding send actions along channel out. 
To make this mess of formulas more clear to the reader we have visualized a number of states in 
figure 8. An arrow pointing towards a cell indicates the cell wants to receive a pair from that side 
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but is not able to do so before an action at one of the external channels has been performed (the 
state is stable). An arrow pointing away from a cell indicates that that cell wants to perform a send 
action but is not able to do so. To indicate that the cell contains a symbol of t in the upper storage 
loaction, the upper half of the cell has been shaded. When a symbol of string u is stored in the 
lower storage location of a cell, the lower half of that cell is shaded. 
(i) lul=ltl=k, p=O STRINGR(n,t,u,0) = 
= t 1k0 <\k{ll_~R.<OCRL.e.(n.e.,u-R.,nR.+l)llCR0(n0)11 
llo<R.~cRR1(n1 ,t1 ,n1_ 1 )} 
(ii) lul=k, ltl=k+ 1, p=O STRINGRR(n,t,u,0) = 
= t 1k 0 oHk { ll_~1<0csL R. (n 1 ,u_1)11 lllli;1~cRR R. (n1,t1,n1_1)} 
(iii) lul=k+ 1, ltl=k, p=O STRINGRL(n,t,u,0) : omitted, complementary to state (ii) 
(iv) lul=ltl=k, O<p~ STRINGR(n,t,u,p) = 
t 1k 0 <\k{11-~R.~-pcRL R. (n1,u_1 ,n1+1)11 
11-p<R.<ocsR 1(n1 .tp.r1)11cs++0(n0)11 
llo<R.<pcsL 1 (n1 ,uP_1)1111~1~cRR1 (n1 ,t1 ,n1_1)} 
(v) lul=k, ltl=k+ 1, O<p~ STRINGRR(n,t,u,p) = 
t 1k 0 <\k{11-~R.<-pcsL R. (n1,u_1)11CS_P(n_p,fo•t;,)ll 
11-p<R.<OcsR1(n1.tp.r1)11cs++0(n0)11 
llO<R.<pcsL 1 (n1 ,uP_1)1111~1~cRR1(n1,t1 ,n1_ 1)} 
(vi) lul=k+ 1, ltl=k, O<p~ STRINoRL(n,t,u,p) : omitted, complementary to state (v) 
(vii) lul=ltl=k+ 1, p=O STRINGS(n,t,u,0) = 
= t 1k0 <\k{ ll_~1<0csL R. (n1,u_1)11CS0(flo.fo.uo)llllo<R.~csR1 (n1,t1)} 
(viii) lul=k, ltl=k+l, p=O STRINoSR(n,t,u,0) = 
= t 1k 0 oHk{ ll_~1<0CRL 1 (n1,u_1,n1+1)11lllli;1~csR1 (n1 ,t1)} 
table 13. Stable states relevant to the environment defined in table 10 (to be continued). 
"' 
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(ix) lul=k+l, ltl=k, p=O STRINGSL(n,t,u,O): omitted, complementary to state (viii) 
(x) lul= ltl=k+l, p=l STRINGS(n,t,u,1) = 
= t 1k 0 <\k { 11-~R.<ocsLR. (nR.,u-R.)llcs+ o<llo·to·Uo)ll llO<R.~csRR. (nR.,tR.)} 
(xi) lul=k, ltl=k+ 1,p=l STRINGSR(n,t,u,l) = 
= t 1k 0 aHk{ ll_~R.<oCRL R. (nR.,u-R.)llCsR+ 0(n0,to)ll llO<R.~csRR.(nR.,tR.)} 
(xii) lul=k+ 1, ltl=k, p=l STRINGSL(n,t,u,p): omitted, complementary to state (xi) 
(xiii) lul=ltl=k+ 1, 1<p~+1 STRINGS(n,t,u,p) = 
tlk 0 oHk{ ll_~R.~-pcsL R. (nR.,u-R.)llCS_p+l(n_p+l•to·~-1)11 
11-p+l<R.<ocsR R. (nR.•1>-l+R.)llcs++ 0(no)ll 
llo<R.<p-l csL R. (nR.,~-l-R.) llCSp-l (11>-1.1J>-1,uo)ll ll~R.~csRR. (nR.,tR.)} 
(xiv) lul=k, ltl=k+l, l<p~ STRINGSR(n,t,u,p) = 
= t 1k 0 ~k{ ll_~R.~-PCRLR. (nR.,u-R.)ll ll_p<R.<OcsRR. (nR.•1>+R.) 
lies++ 0(n0)11 llO<R.<p-l csL R. (n R.•up-R.)11 
llCSp-l (np_1,1j,_1,uo)ll llp:;;R.~csR R. (nR.,tR.) } 
(xv) lul=k+l, ltl=k, l<p~ STRINGSL(n,t,u,p) omitted, complementary to state (xiv) 
table 13. continued. 
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-k -1 0 1 k 
t+~ ......... ~ it~ ....... -~. u 
state (i) 
-k -1 0 1 k 
t+~ ......... ~ ~ ~ ........ -~. u 
state (ii) 
~ . n 11 -t rt 1 _n 1 _ k t•~ ....... -._ u ......... ~ tj ~ 11 u---·~." 
state (iv) 
t+ .Q ...... ~+! ....... ~ B ~ ....... ~ ~ .......... ~. u 
state (v) 
-k -1 0 1 k 
t+~ .... -... ~ + ~ .......... ~. u 
state (vii) 
-k -1 0 1 k 
t+i"""""i ~~ ......... ~." 
state (viii) . 
t+~.--.. ~·~~+u 
state (x) 
' figure 8. Visualisation of the interesting stable states (to be continued). 
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-k -1 ; 1 k 
t·i-i Lt~---~. u 
state (xi) 
-k -p -p+1 -p+2 -1 M 1 p-2 p-1 p k 
I·~··-·~+~--·-· ~tj ~ --·····~ ·~····-~ +u 
state (xiii) 
-k -p -p+ 1 -1 ~ 1 p-2 p-1 p k 
I+ i ·····-~ ~···-····~ ~ ~ --···~ +~·--~ + u 
state (xiv) 
figure 8. continued. 
After having given these stable states which are of interest with respect to the environment of table 
10 we will give a relation between these states. However, it is possible that the machine is able to 
perform an action which cannot be accepted by the environment. This atomic action is redundant. 
In table 14 we have given a specification of the stable states. When the machine wants to perform a 
redundant action this action is succeeded by n. This to indicate 'it does not matter what happens 
after this action because this action is redundant'. In another context n is used in [KW]. Later on we 
will make it clear that the actions said to be redundant are indeed redundant. The function cp defines 
what happens to the numbers contained in the cells. The number of arguments of cp is larger than 
those which are listed but for sake of readibility we have omitted a few of them. To indicate a string 
t without its last symbol we use t-. When a symbols is added to a string t, this is denoted by st. In 
the function cpM we use indt and indu to indicate the index of the symbols of strings t and u 
contained in the cells -1 and 1 respectively. 
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p=O STRINGR(n,t,u,0) = L, r_k_1(s,n)-STRINGRR(<!>L(n,l),st,u,O) + 
+Li rk(s',n')·STRINGRL(cpR(n,l),t,s'u,O) 
p=O STRINGRR(n,t,u,0) = s_k_1(uk,n-k)-Q + L, rk(s',n')-STRINGS(<!>R(n,0),t,s'u,l) 
p=O STRINGRL(n,t,u,0) = L, r_k_1(s,n)·STRINGS(<!>L(n,0),st,u,l) + sk(tk,nk)·Q 
lSp~ STRINGR(n,t,u,p) = L, r_k_1(s,n)·STRINGRR(<!>L(n,p),st,u,p) + 
+ Li rk(s',n')·STRINoRL( cpR(n,p ),t,s'u,p) + s0 u1(n0)·STRINGR( cpM(n,p-l ,p-1,p-1,p-l),t,u,p-1) 
lSp~ STRINoRR(n,t,u,p) = s-k-l (uk,n-k)·Q + L rk(s',n')·STRINGS(<!>R(n,p),t,s'u,p+ 1) 
+ s0 u1(n0)·STRINGRR(cpM(n,p,p-1,p-l,p-l),t,u,p-1) 
lSp~ STRINGRL(n,t,u,p) = L,r_k_1(s,n)-STRINGS(<!>L(n,p),st,u,p+l) + sk(tk,nk)·Q 
+ sout(fio)· STRINGRL(cpM(n,p-l,p,p-l,p-l),t,u,p-1) 
p=O STRINGS(n,t,u,O)=s_k-l (uk,n-k)·STRINoSR(n,t,u-,0) + sk(tk,nk)·STRINoSL(n,t-,u,0) 
p=O STRINoSR(n,t,u,0) = L r-k-l (s,n)·Q + sk(tk,nk)·STRINGR(n,t-,u,0) 
p=O STRINoSL(n,t,u,O)=s_k-l (uk,n-k)·STRINGR(n,t,u-,0) + L, rk(s',n')-Q 
lSp~+l STRINGS(n,t,u,p) = s_k_1(uk,n-k)·STRINGSR(n,t,u-,p) + 
+ sk(tk,nk)·STRINGSL(n,t-,u,p) + s0u1(n0)-STRINGS(cpM(n,p-1,p-l,p-2,p-2),t,u,p-1) 
lSp~+ 1 STRINoSR(n,t,u,0) = L, r-k-l (s,n)-Q + sk(tk,nk)-STRINGR(n,t-,u,p) + 
+ s0 u1(n0)-STRINGSR(cpM(n,p-l,p-1,p-2,p-l),t,u,p-l) 
lSp~+ 1 STRINoSL(n,t,u,0) = s-k-l (uk,n-k)-STRINGR(n,t,u-,p) + L, rk(s',n')-0 + 
+ sout<n0)-STRINGS( cpM(n,p-l,p-l,p-l,p-2),t,u,p-1) 
<i>L(n,q) = <n'_k,..,n'-q,n-q+l• .. ,nk>' o~~ 
n'-k = f(n,n_k,n-k+l•s,uiJ 
n'Jl. = f(n'Jl.-l•nJl.,nJl.+l•s,u_Jl.) -k<Jl.S-q 
table 14. Relation between the stable states (to be continued). 
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<l'R_(n,q) = <n_k, .. ,nq_1,n'q, .. ,n'k>, O~Sk 
n'_k = f(nk_1,nk,n',tk,s') 
n'.e. = f(n1_1,n1, n'.e.+i•t1 ,s•) qSJl.<k: 
q=O orr=O n'.e. = n1 
otherwise n'o = f(n_1,no,n1•1indt•uindu) 
n'.e. = f(nR.-l•nR., n'1+1•tindt+R.•uindu) -q<Jl.<O 
O<Jl.<r 
table 14. continued. 
We will not present the proofs for all these equations but just for one of them. The other cases can 
be verified in the same way. In the proof we will use the following fact which can be proved by 
induction on the structures of X, Y, P and Q: 
fact*: Let P, Q be closed terms and c, ci (ie B, B finite) atomic actions such that: 
(i) c I crc0 , for exactly one je B 
(ii) c, ci (ie B) do not communicate with actions of P,Q 
(iii) c0 e I 
(iv)ceH, lb{ci: ieB} 
then for all X,Y,P and Q: t 1° oH((Pllc)·Xll(QllL ieBci)·Y) = 'C·t1° ~(P·XllQ·Y). 
We have for all -kSi<k:: 
~ i+l = {ri(s,n),si(s,n):se C,ne N} and 
' 
~.i+l = {ci(s,n):seC,neN}. 
proof of table 14: We will only consider the following equation from table 14: 
lSpSk STRINGR(n,t,u,p) = L r_k_1(s,n)·STRINGRR(<?L(n,p),st,u,p) + 
+L rk(s',n'~·STRINGRL(<l'R_(n,p),t,s'u,p) + sout(n0)·STRINGR(cpM(n,p-l,p-l,p-l,p-l),t,u,p-1) 
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In table 11 we have 
STRINaR(n,t,u,p) = 
tlk 0 oHk{11-~R.::;;-pCRL R. (nR.,u-R.,n R.+1)11 
11-p<R.<ocsR R. (nR.·~+t)llcs++ 0(n0)11 
llo<R.<pcsL R. (n1,up-R.)1111p::;;R.::;;tccRR R. (n R.•tR. ,n R.-l)} 
There are three possible atomic actions: r-k-l (s,n) (for some s,n), rk(s',n') (for some s',n') and 
s001(n0). We shall work out the first and the third one. The second one is a complementary version 
of the first case and therefore omitted. 
(i) After performing r-k-l (s,n) (for some s,n) we obtain: 
LJk 0 aHk {II cs _k(n'_k,s,uk) II CRL _k+ 1 (n_k+ l •uk-l •n-k+2)ll ... } 
' ... ' is used to indicate the part of the expression which is not affected or changed. Using n'-k• we 
mean that n'_k as used in the definition of the <p functions (the same for n' R. ). 
Using the conditional axioms CA5, CA6 and CA7 we can derive this equals 
tlk 0 0Hk 0 tl-k,-k+l 0 ~-k,-k+l {CS_k(n'_k,s,uk)llCRL_k+l(n_k+l•uk-l•n-k+2)ll. ·· } 
Using standard concurrency and the conditional axioms CAl, CA7 and CA2 we obtain: 
tlk0 ~k0 tl-k,-k+l 0 ~-k,-k+l {tl-k,-k+l 0 0H-k,-k+1[CS_k(n'_k,s,uk)llCRL_k+l(n_k+l•uk-l•n-k+2)Jll ... } 
Using the fact mentioned above, the equation 'C·xlly = -c-(xlly) (proven to hold in [BBK2]) and the 
conditional axioms in the other direction, we have: 
'C· tlk 0 OHk { CSL_k(n'-k,uk)jj CS _k+ 1 (n'-k+ l ,S,Uk-1) 11 ... } 
This calculation holds for the cells -k+l and -k+2, cells -k+2 and-k+3 etc. until cells -p-1 and-p. 
Finally we have: 
-c· t1k 0 ~k{ IL~R.::;;-p-lcsL R. (n'R.,u-R.)llCS_P(n'_p,s,up)ll 
11-p<R.<ocsRR. (nR.·~R.)llcs++ 0(n0)11 
llO<R.<pcsL R. (n 1 ,up-R.)ll llp::;;t::;;tcCRR R. (n 1,t 1 ,n 1_1)} 
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and this is exactly what we wanted because this equals 't·STRINoRR(<t>L(n,p),ts,u,p). Then, with 
am.om Tl we have the desired result. 
(ii) the case rk(s',n') (for certain s', n'), proceeds in the same way as case (i). 
(iii) After performing sout(n0) the expression becomes: t 1k 0 <\k { ... II CRo(n0) II ... } 
Cell 0 can receive the pairs (n_1,tp_1) and (n1,11>_1). Using the conditional axioms and standard 
concurrency in the same way as in case (i) we obtain: 
t1k 0 <\k 0 t1-k.-k+1° <\-k.-k+1 { t1-k,-k+1° <\-k,-k+1[CRo(flo) 11csL1 (n1 ·11>-1)111. · ·} 
Using fact*, 't·xlly = 't·(xlly), and the conditional axioms in a backward direction we have: 
't· tlk 0 0Hk {··.II CRo(no•11>-1 •n1)llCR1 (n1)ll. · ·} 
In this way we can compute all the internal actions in any order we want. Having executed all the 
internal actions we obtain the desired stable machine state. After cell 0 has sent n0 through channel 
out cell 0 receives the pairs (n_1,tp_1) and (n1,up_1) from the cells -1and1 respectively. After these 
actions cell 1 can receive the pairs (n'0,tp_1) and (n2,up_2) from cells 0 and 2 respectively. This can 
be done also for the cells-2 and 2 until cells -p+2 and p-2. After all these calculations we have as a 
final result: 
't·t1k 0 oHk{11-~R.~-pcRL R. (nR.,u-R.,nR.+1)11CRL_p+1 (n_p+l•up_1,n'-p+2)11 
11-p+l<R.<ocsR R. (n'R.·11>-i+R.)llcs++ 0Cn0)11 
llo<R.<p-lcsL R. (n R.•up-1-R.)llCRR p-1 <~-1·to,n'p-2) 
llp~R.~cRR R. (n R.•tR.,n R.-l)} 
and this precisely 't·STRINGR( CJ>M(n,p-1,p-1,p-l,p-l),t,u,p-l). So, by (i), (ii), and (iii) we have 
verified the equation we started with. All the other cases proceed in _the same way using the 
technique of first working out the internal actions. end of proof table 14. 
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Using the specification of table 14 we will give an interpretation of the variables of table 11 in terms 
of machine states. We have listed this interpretation in table 15. We use some shorthands for the 
states of the environment. Although these shorthands seem rather self-evident, some explanation is 
given. The first superscript indicates what kind of actions the environment wants to perform: send 
(S) or receive (R) actions. The additional superscript (L, R or blank) indicates to what extent these 
action have been performed. R or L indicates that a send or receive action has to be performed at 
the right or left respectively. A blank indicates that both actions have to be performed. The 
subscript j indicates that the j-th pair of send or receive actions is performed. The notation vj,l is 
used to indicate string v lj in reversed order. Notice that k+ 1 pairs have to be sent to the machine, 
while k pairs have to be received from the machine. When aij is mentioned twice in the number 
sequence n the same number is meant. This is not true for the numbers aiO and <Xof these may 
occur more than once but the total length is always 2k+ 1. When aij (i:;tO and j:;tO) is mentioned 
twice the numbers suggested by the notation to be between these numbers can be omitted. 
l<i,j~. i<j 
EI\j =trk0 oH·k{ENVRj II 
II STRINGS( <ajo··ajoaj 1 ··aji-1 ajiaj-fr·ai+ liaiiaii+ 1 .. aij-1 aijai-1j··a1jaoj··aoj>. 
v· ok+l-j w· ok+l-j J0 +l-i)} 
' J,l ' J,l ' 
E1SRij =trko oH·k{ENvRRj II 
II STRINoSR( <etjo··ajoaj 1 ··aji-1 ajiaj- fr·ai+ liaiiaii+ l "aij-1 aijai-lj .. a ljaoj··aoj» 
,vj,l ok+ H, wj,1 ok-j, j+ 1-i)} 
ErssLij =t1·k0 oH·k{ENvRLj II 
II STRINosL( <etjo··ajoetj1 .. aji-1 ajiaj- fr·ai+ liaiiaii+ 1 "aij-1 aijai- lj .. aljaOj··aoj>. 
v ok-i w ok+l-j J0 +l 1')} 
' j,l ' j,l ' -
table 15. Correspondence between trk0 ~·k{ENVk(v,w)llINITk} and table 11 (to be continued). 
1<i~+1. 1 <j~. i=j+ 1 
EI\j =trk0 oH·k{ENVRj II 
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llSTRINGS(<aj0 .. aj0aj1 ... ajj-laiiaj-lj··a1jaoj· .. aoj>. vj,l ok+l-j, wj,1 ok+l-j, 0)} 
E1sRij =t1·ko aH·k{ENvRRj II 
II STRINoSR(<aj0 .. aj0aj 1 ... ajj- l ajjaj- lj··a1ja.Oj· .. a 0j>, vj,1ok+1-j, wj, 1 ok-j, 0)} 
EisSLi,j =t1·ko oH·k{ENvRLj II 
llSTRINGSL(<ajo··aj0aj1 ... ajj-l ajjaj-lj .. a 1jaoj· .. a 0j>, vj,1 ok-j, wj,1 ok+l-j, 0)} 
l<i~+l. j=k+l 
EISi,j =t1'k0 OH 'k {STRINGS( <ak+11 ··ak+li-l ak+liaki .. ai+liaiiaii+l ··aikaik+lai-lk+l ··a1k+l>, 
,Vk+l 1• Wk+l l• k+2-i)} 
' ' 
1 <i,j<k, i<j 
EIRi,j =trko oH·k{ENVsj+l llSTRINGR(<aj0 .. aj0aj1 .. aji-lajiaj-fr·ai+liaiiaii+l" 
k. k. . . 
.. aij-laij<Ij-lj··a1ja0j .. ao?•vj,l D -J, wj,1 o -J, J+ l-1)} 
E1RRi.rt1 'k0 aH 'k{ ENvSRj+1 llSTRINGRR( <<lj+lQ··aj+lO<lj+l l ••aj+li-1 aj+li<lji"ai+li<lii<lii+l ·· 
k. k . 
.. aij-laijai-lj .. alja.Oj .. aol,,vj+l,1° -J, wj,1 D -J, j+ 1-i)} 
EISRLi,j =trko oH ·k{ENVSLj+l llSTRINGRL( <ajo··ajOaj1··aji-lajiaj-li"·ai+liaiiaii+l ·· 
k. k.. . 
.. aijaij+lai-lj+1··a1j+l<loj .. <loj>,vj,l D -J,wj+l,l D -J,3+l-1 )} 
1<i~+1. O~j~. i=i+ 1 
EIRi,j=t1'k0 aH 'k { ENVsj+ 111 STRINGR( <aj0 .. aj 1 •. ajj-l ajjaj- lj .. a 1j .. aoj>, vj, 1 ok-j, wj,1 ok-j ,0)} 
EIRRij =trko OH·k{ENvSRj+l 11 
RR k-· k-· II STRING (<aj+lQ··aj+lO<lj+ll ··<lj+ljaijaj-lj··a1j<loj··<lol•Vj+l,l D J,wj,1 D J,O)} 
EISRLij =trko OH·k{ENvSLj+l 11 
llSTRINoRL( <aj0 .. aj0aj1 .. ajj-lajjajj+l ··a1j+la.Oj+l ··<loj+l>,vj,1 ok-j,wj+l,l ok-j,j+ 1-i } 
table 15. continued. 
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We will prove that this interpretation of the variables is a correct one. We will not write out all cases 
but just two of them: 
(') 1<' '...-1~ '<' I -1.J:;:::,J\., LJ 
Eisij =trk0 oH·k{ENVRj II 
II STRINGS( <aj0 .. aj0aj1 .. aji-l ajiaj-li'·ai+ liaiiaii+ 1 .. aij-l aijai-lj .. a 1ja0j .. aoj» 
v- ok+l-j w· ok+l-j J·+l-i)} 
' j,l ' j,l ' 
In table 10 we have: 
EIS .. = 't·EISL .. + 't·EISR .. + s t(a .. )·EIS. 1 . l~i.jSk, i~j l,J lJ lJ OU 11 l+ J 
The environment can perform two actions: r_k_1(s',n') and rk(s,n) for certain (s',n') and (s,n). 
The machine state STRINGS( ... ) corresponds to state (xiii) of table 13, where p=j+l-i and 
t = vj,l ok+l-j and u = wj,l ok+l-j. In table 14 we have specified the states which can be reached 
after performing the possible actions: 
STRINGS(n,t,u,p) == s_k_1(uk,n-k)-STRINGSR(n,t,u-,p) + 
+ sk(tk,nk)-STRINGSL(n,t,.,u,p) + sout(n0)·STRINGS(<pM(n,p-l,p-l,p-2,p-2),t,u,p-1) 
The two communications, c_k_1(o,aj0) and ck(D,Uoj) at the channels -k-1 and k give the following 
results after encapsulation: 
't·trk0 oH·k{ENvRRjll 
and 
STRINGSR( <aj0 .. aj0aj1 .. aji-l ajiaj-u-·ai+ liaiiaii+ 1 .. aij-l aijai-lj .. alj<loj .. <loj» 
,vj,l ok+l-i, wj,l ok-j, j+ 1-i)} 
't·trko oH·k{ENvRLjll 
STRINGSL( <ajo .. ajoajl .. aji-1 ajiaj-li .. ~+ li~i~i+ l "aij-1 ~jai-lj .. alj<loj .. <loj» 
,vj,l ok-j, wj,l ok+ 1-i, j+ 1-i)} 
Using the interpretation of table 15, these terms correspond to 't·EISRij and 't·EISLij respectively. 
What is left, is the third term as a result of the send action along channel out. After performing the 
action s0u~( au) we can verify, using the function <f>M• that the term becomes: 
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i=j: 't·t1•ko OH'k{ENVRj II 
STRINGS(<aj0 .. aj0aj1 ... ajj-lajjaj-lj··alj<loj· .. a0?, vj,l ok+H, w1jok+H, 0)} 
or 
i<j: 't·t1·k0 oH·k{ENVRj II 
STRINGS( <ajo·ajOajl .. ajiaji+ 1 aj- li+ 1"ai+2i+1 ai+ li+ 1 ai+ li+2 .. ai+lj-1 ai+ ljaij··a1jaOj .. aoj> 
V· k+l-j W· 0k+l-j J'-i)} 
' j,l ' J,l ' 
and these two terms correspond exactly to 't·Elsi+l,j· 
That this last term is really obtained using the function 'PM can be seen as follows: 
t = V· 1Dk+l-j' J, 
The function 'PM becomes: 
p=j+l-i 
n 0 ' - f(a a a (v ok+l-j) (w ok+l-j) ) 
x. = : no - i+li• ii• ii+l• j,1 p-2• j,1 p-2 
. ( k+l-j) d( k+l-j) d h d f' . . ff ' Usmg vj,1 o P-2 = vi+l an wj,l o P-2 = wi+l an t e e m1tlon o we get: n 0 = ai+li+l 
Jl = -1: n'-1 = f(ai+2i•ai+li>ai+li+l•(vj,1 ok+l-j)p_3,(wj,1 ok+l-j)p-2) 
Using (vj,l ok+l-j)p_3 = vi+2 and (wj,l ok+l-j)P_2 = wi+l and the definition off we obtain: 
n'-1 = ai+2i+l · 
This can be done in the same way for all -p+ 1 <Jl<p-1. 
(ii) 1 <ij~. i<j, j<k 
ErRRij = trko OH'k{ENvSRj+l 11 
STRINoRR( <aj+lO .. aj+lOaj+ll .. aj+li-1 aj+liaji··ai+liaiiaii+1 ··aij-l aijai-lj··a1j<loj··<Xoj>, 
,vj+l,l ok-j,wj,1ok-j,j+1-i)} 
We have to prove that this term satisfies the following equation under the interpretation of table 15: 
EIRRij = 't·EISij+l + sout(aii)·EIRRi+l,j 
The macbine can perform three actions: s_k_1(o,aj+Io), rk(s',n') (for some (s',n')) and sout<au) (see 
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also table 13). The corresponding equation is: 
STRINGRR(n,t,u,p) = s-k-l (uk,n-k)·.Q + L rk(s',n')·STRINGS( <f>R(D,p ),t,s'u,p+ 1) 
+ s00t(n0)·STRINGRR(cpM(n,p,p-1,p-l,p-l),t,u,f-1) 
It is not difficult to verify that the environment can not answer the first action: this action is 
redundant as already suggested. Performing the communication ck(wj+l•Clc>j+l) we obtain: 
't·t1·k0 (\i·k{ENVRj+l II 
STRINGS( <<Xj+ 10··aj+ 10<Xj+ 11 ··<Xj+ li-1 <Xj+ liaji··<Xi+ liaiiaii+ 1··aijaij+1~-lj+1 ·· 
k" k" 
<Xlj+l<XOj+l .. Clc>j+l> ,Vj+l,lO -J, Wj+l,10 -J ,j+2-i)} 
The right side can be verified using the function <f>R, for example: 
.Q. = k: 
.Q. =k+l-j: 
n'k = f( <x.oj•Clc>j•aoj+ 1,0,s') = Clc>j+ 1 
n'R. = f(<X1j•a.Oj•Clc>j+l•v1,s') = <X1j+l 
The other cases are: j+ 1-i~R.Sk and can be worked out in a similar way. 
Performing the action s00t( a.ii) gives: 
t1·ko oH·k{ENvsRj+1 II 
STRINGRR( <<Xj+lO .. aj+lO<Xj+l l ··<Xj+li<Xj+li+l <Xji+1 ··ai+2i+l ai+li+l ai+li+2··<Xi+lj-l<Xi+ljaij·· 
a 1j<lc>j··Clc>j» vj+l,l ok-j, wj,l ok-j, j-i)} 
Using the function cpM this is verified as follows: 
n = <ajo··ajoaj 1 ··aji-1 ajiaj-fr·ai+ liaiiaii+ 1 ··aij-1 aijai- lj··a ljaoj··aoj> 
k-· k-· t=vj+l,lo J, u=wj,lo J, p=j+l-i. 
The fnnction cpM becomes: 
R. = 0: n'o = f(ai+li•aii,aii+l•(vj,l ok+l-j)p-l•(wj,l ok-j)p-1>· 
Nonce that the indices for string t start from 0 and for string u they start from 1. 
Using (vj,l ok+l-j)P_2 = vi+l and (wj,l ok+l-j)P-1 = wi+l and the definition off we get: n•0 = <Xi+li+l 
R. = -1: n'-1 = f(ai+2i•ai+li•~+li+l'(vj,1 ok+l-j)p-2•(wj,l ok+l-j)p-1) 
Using (vj,lok+l-j)P-2 = vi+2 and (wj,1 ok+l-j)p-1 = wi+l and the definition off: n'_1 = ai+2i+l 
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This can be done in the same way for -p+ 1::;;.D.<p-1. The other cases proceed in the same way. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. By proving that t 1·k0 oH·k{ENVk+l(v,w)llINITk} and 
1:·II1::;;.Q.~+l s0 u1(a.Q.,Q)-o are both a solution of the specification of table 13, together with the fact 
that this specification is guarded and RSP we find that the specification of the string analyzer is 
correct. end of proof. 
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